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THE ARCHAEOLGICAL TREASURES HIDING IN SOUTH AFRICA 
CAN THIS ANCIENT CIVILIZATION BE THE CRUCIBLE WHERE HOMO SAPIENS 
EVOLVED? 
 
From Wikipedia 
In the field of human genetics, Mitochondrial Eve, who is estimated to have lived 
approximately 190,000–200,000 years ago, refers to the matrilineal most recent 
common ancestor (MRCA) of all currently living modern humans. In other words, she 
was the most recent woman from whom all living humans today descend, on their 
mother's side, and through the mothers of those mothers, and so on, back until all 
lines converge on one person. Because all mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) generally is 
passed from mother to offspring without recombination, all mtDNA in every living 
person is directly descended from hers by definition, differing only by the mutations 
that over generations have occurred in the germ cell mtDNA since the conception of 
the original "Mitochondrial Eve". 
 
Below: Map of the migration of Homo sapiens from Mitochondrial Eve.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitochondrial_Eve 

 
 

The Boskop Homo capensis skull was found between Ka and LOd.  There is 
evidence of a past civilization in South Africa more than 75,000 years old (Adams 
Calendar, Temples of the African Gods, By Michael Tellinger and Johan Hein), and 
there is evidence that Big Brain Homo capensis, estimated average IQ 149, was 
dominant over Homo sapiens in this region.  Big Brain had an elaborate tomb; Homo 
sapiens was casually interred (Big Brain by Gary Lynch and Richard Granger). 
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Below is a map showing the location of Boskop South Africa, the area of the 
discovery of the Boskop man: Homo capensis, brain 30% larger than ours.   
 

 
 
Below is the location of Adams Calendar and the remains of a huge ancient 
civilization described by Michael Tellinger in Temples of the African Gods. The Books 
are beautiful, however extraterrestrial origin of this ancient civilization is improbable. 
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Below are examples of the stone structures found in great abundance in the region 
west (to the left) of Badplaas on the map above. Tellinger has speculated that these 
stone structures are some form of energy creating devices that extraterrestrials may 
have built.  They are constructed of rough stones and do not appear to be high tech. 
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Michael Tellinger has performed a very valuable service in studying and 
photographing this region and his book Temples of the African Gods is a beautiful 
book. http://www.viewzone.com/adamscalendar.html -  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Ancient Human Metropolis Found in Africa 
Dating the site 
Who made the metropolis? Why? 
The origin of modern humans 
 
http://www.viewzone.com/adamscalendar.html 
http://www.viewzone2.com/adamscalendar22.html 
http://www.viewzone2.com/adamscalendar33.html 
http://www.viewzone2.com/adamscalendar44.html 
 
I would like to debate Michael about the origins of this civilization.  I propose 
the alternate theory that this Southern Africa Civilization was built by large 
brain hominids that regarded Homo sapiens as chattel. These large brain 
hominids had/have powerful brains, mapped the entire earth during the Ice 
Age, and established a worldwide civilization. They seem to have been very left 
brained, mathematically capable, and knowledgeable about astronomy.  
Pyramids seem to be primarily astronomical observatories used for star 
locations and therefore time (Crichton E.M. Miller: The Golden Thread of Time).  
They seem to have been artistically impoverished and given to straight lines 
and angles.  
 
The bottom line here is that they may not be extinct but are in hiding and are 
directing, through psychopathic men, the incredible multitudes of attacks on 
Homo sapiens and our civilization. Their goal is to again openly control the 
entire earth and reduce humans to computer electronically controlled 
genetically modified chattel, and this is already happening. Their visible 
proxies are: religions, secret societies, so called bloodlines, occult 
organizations and cults, criminal enterprises, subverted political organizations 
and governments. They seem to be without ethics or empathy and treat us as 
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possessions, as their animals, and this certainly raises the issue of how we 
treat so called “dumb” animals. It is likely that the vast majority of men and 
women following their directions are unaware of their past or present 
existence. 
 
The Mitochondrial Eve Map shows the paths of human dispersal from Southern 
Africa.  How did we travel?  We might have traveled by ships owned and 
navigated by the earth mappers, and as some large brained Hominids had large 
incisors and canine teeth but no molars (obligate carnivores?), some of us 
might have sailed in the fresh meat locker. 
 

 
From Brien Foerster.  His book: The Enigma of Cranial Deformation is extremely 
important. 
 
Where did we, Homo sapiens, come from?  If the theory of large brain hominids 
controlling Homo sapiens holds up, it is likely that over a period of tens of 
thousands of years the male large brains copulated with the human, or 
precursor human, females.  This would have been inter-species mating (e.g.: 
donkey mule) producing sterile off spring, but if this went on for 75,000 years 
or more, strange, improbable, pregnancies, might have occurred.  Would the 
large brain hominids have abstained from copulating with the two-legged 
chattel?  What do you think?  There is evidence in the legend of aliens landing 
on earth to mine gold and creating a slave race with the earth females, which is 
most improbable. There are gold mines in the region in question and we are 
here, out of Africa. 
 
One thing is absolutely certain:  
THE DNA OF THE SKULLS, SOME OF WHICH HAVE REMINANTS OF SKIN AND 
RED HAIR, MUST BE STUDIED, AND THE SKULLS MUST BE EXAMINDED AND 
DESCRIBED USING THE CAREFUL METHODS R. BROOM USED IN HIS 1918 
STUDY OF HOMO CAPENSIS AND EXTENDED WITH MODERN TECHNOLOGY. 
THEN WE WILL KNOW. 
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Much happened many tens of thousands of years before the Biblical Era in this South 
Eastern African location.  I find working with the Southern Africa maps confusing.  
 

 
 
I think it likely that these rough stone silos without openings for doors were designed 
to contain two-legged chattel.  Pull the inner ladder up and they are confined.  The 
rough stone walls would have been plastered over with a plaster material, washed 
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away after thousands of years, which would have made climbing without corners 
difficult.  Why has this region not been thoroughly investigated by professional 
archaeologists? 
 
 
 

 
 
Map below shows the location of the Transvaal and the Orange Free State.  This is 
where the Boer (Farmer) War was fought. 
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THE BOER (FARMER) WARS 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boer_Wars 

During the later stages of the Second Boer War, the British pursued the policy of 
rounding up and isolating the Boer civilian population in concentration camps, one of 
the earliest uses of this method by modern powers. The wives and children of Boer 
guerrillas were sent to these camps, which had poor hygiene and little food. Many of 
the children in these camps died, as did some of the adults.[1] 

 
A British journalist, WT Stead, wrote: 
Every one of these children who died as a result of the halving of their rations, 
thereby exerting pressure onto their family still on the battle-field, was purposefully 
murdered. The system of half rations stands exposed, stark and unashamedly as a 
cold-blooded deed of state policy employed with the purpose of ensuring the 
surrender of men whom we were not able to defeat on the field.[2] 

http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v18/v18n3p14_Weber.html 
 
During a speech in Parliament on February 18, 1901, David Lloyd George quoted 
from a letter by a British officer: "We move from valley to valley, lifting cattle and 
sheep, burning and looting, and turning out women and children to weep in despair 
beside the ruin of their once beautiful homesteads." Lloyd George commented: "It is 
a war not against men, but against women and children."note 30 

Deadly epidemics -- typhoid, dysentery and (for children) measles -- broke out in the 
camps and spread rapidly. During one three week period, an epidemic at the camp at 
Brandfort killed nearly a tenth of the entire inmate population. In the Mafeking camp, 
at one point there were 400 deaths a month, most of them caused by typhoid, which 
worked out to an annual death rate of 173 percent. 
Altogether the British held 116,572 Boers in their South African internment camps -- 
that is, about a fourth of the entire Boer population -- nearly all of them women and 
children. After the war, an official government report concluded that 27,927 Boers 
had died in the camps -- victims of disease, undernourishment and exposure. Of 
these, 26,251 were women and children, of whom 22,074 were children under the 
age of 16. Among the nearly 115,000 black Africans who were also interned in the 
British camps, nearly all of whom were tenant workers and servants of the better-off 
Boers, it is estimated that more than 12,000 died.note 26 

What was the Boer War all about?  Boer is a word for farmer, It was the Farmer War 
and the British traveled thousands of miles to put Farmer women and children in 
concentration camps where they became sick and died.  Why? The War was pushed 
by financial interests, but most British were against it.  Sound familiar? 
 
 
 
 
Boer Guerrillas 
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Concentration camp for Boers, primarily women and children 
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Deadly epidemics -- typhoid, dysentery and (for children) measles -- broke out in the 
camps and spread rapidly. During one three week period, an epidemic at the camp at 
Brandfort killed nearly a tenth of the entire inmate population. In the Mafeking camp, 
at one point there were 400 deaths a month, most of them caused by typhoid, which 
worked out to an annual death rate of 173 percent. 

Altogether the British held 116,572 Boers in their South African internment camps -- 
that is, about a fourth of the entire Boer population -- nearly all of them women and 
children. 
 
Pictures below of Boer children and emaciated girl.  From Wikipedia 
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What could have driven the British to do this? 
 
 
I will postulate a reason for this war based on the facts I have described.  The 
wars were fought in the Transvaal and the Orange Free State, essentially the 
same region where Homo capensis and the great ancient civilization were 
located.  I think that this senseless brutal war against Farmer women and 
children was perpetrated to destroy the Farmers and prevent then from 
stumbling across archeological evidence that a large brain hominid civilization 
had existed there.  Homo capensis is hidden, the large skulls of Paracas Peru 
are hidden in plain sight.  Someone does not want Homo sapiens to know 
about this? 

! 
 

[This section is in progress ]  

 
 

The Issue of Interspecies Dating  
X Rated Theory of Homosapiens (Big Brains and Homo sapien 
precursor females) 

A considerable effort is being mounted to bring Extra Terrestrials, Annunaki, ET and 
human mating to South Africa.  See below. 
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Watch the show  Free:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZetPznp1Csw&list=PLQODlpnNqdBe1oT9eLgq2fEbLohPg96L1&index=2	    	  

Scientist and researcher Michael Tellinger discussed the mysterious Anunnaki, as well as 
evidence in support of Zecharia Sitchin's revolutionary work showing that these ET beings 
created us using pieces of their own DNA, in order to mine gold on Earth for them. "The more 
work I do on these beings called the Anunnaki, the more mysterious and also the more 
devious they become...they are not necessarily what we think they are," he remarked. It's 
turning out that where they came from-- Nibiru, could actually represent a star system rather 
than a planet, with its sun being a brown dwarf, he reported. Further, the gold they were 
extracting from Earth could have been used for a device that concealed their activities from 
other consciousnesses even more advanced than themselves, he theorized.	  
The Anunnaki didn't want these other consciousnesses to know they were intervening with 
life on Earth, he continued. They were also creating a white powder or monatomic form of 
gold that they became obsessed with, as it gave them immortality and allowed them to clad 
their home planet and shield it from view, just like they were doing with Earth, Tellinger 
posited. He believes there are still remnants or hybrids of the Anunnaki on our planet, and 
beyond their influence on ancient cultures, it's quite possible they're still manipulating or 
controlling our governments and countries, particularly financial aspects, in a negative fashion.	  
As evidence for the Anunnaki's presence, he cited the massive number of ancient stone circles 
in South Africa. The sites have no doors or entrances, indicating they were not dwellings but 
rather served as sources of energy or power plants, he stated. The stones had specific sound 
properties that allowed them to ring like bells or resonate at high frequencies, and sound is a 
primordial source of energy, Tellinger said, adding that the sites were connected together by 
channels. This is real physical and scientific proof of how energy can be created out of sound, 
and Mother Earth (or Gaia) can give us free energy from the sound that Gaia generates," he 
suggested.	  
http://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2013/07/29	  
	  	  
Ancient	  World,Ancient	  Aliens,Annunaki,Archeology,History	  
Playlist:	  http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQODlpnNqdBe1oT9eLgq2fEbLohPg96L1	  
	  
	  
Tellinger gives a lot of information about the stone ruins of the ancient 
southern Africa civilization but I think his interpretations are wrong. 
▶ Anunnaki and Ancient Hidden Technology - YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiVROBhwHUM 
 	  
 
 
 
	  
	  
So where did we come from, how did we evolve? It is logical to 
investigate this issue and this region. The fact that this region is ignored 
is significant. We must consider the possibility that precursors of Homo 
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sapiens were chattel confined in the stone silos, when they/we weren't 
working in the gold mines and vast fields. The rough stonewalls would 
have been plastered to discourage climbing out. Would the male owners 
of the chattel restrained themselves from molesting the females?  We all 
know the answer to that.  This would have been interspecies mating, 
which is known to usually produce sterile offspring, if the mating 
produces any offspring at all.  But, the genetic dice would have been cast 
millions of times over a time period of 75,000 to 200,000 years. It would 
seem anything might have happened and probably did. 

 
Interspecies mating is more common than we thought 
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Especially if you think no one is looking. 
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Polar Grizzly Bear below 
 

 
 
 
What sort of a cat am I? 
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 The photo below should increase your believe in the virtues of 
interspeies dating. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Are we Hybrids?  
 
Could we be hybrids of Homo capensis (and other big brain Hominid 
species) and a Homo sapiens precursor?  Could they/we have been 
created in the crucible of the ancient southern Africa civilization, 
where they/we were confined in the stone silos? This southern Africa 
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area, where there are the remains of more than 100,000 stone silos, 
would have been very harsh with the distinct possibility that, as well 
as being slaves, they/we were eaten.  The dentition of the 
mathematically inclined Cone Heads indicates that they were 
primarily carnivores.  The treasured human characteristics of empathy, 
compassion, kindness, and love, would have conferred a survival 
advantage on those possessing these traits in the brutal crucible of 
southern Africa. These traits are very much under attack in our bizarre 
psychopath, and corporation infested world. 
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